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Adsense tracker:
1. Helps you suggest which keywords and search engines to use to make more money.
Click thru rates are being broken down by adsense trackers into two categories; search engine

Adsense tracker can also help you in selecting the sites that you can link to. They will choos
2. Tells you the kind of content you should be creating.

Adsense tracker will be the one doing all the searching through sites and contents that are ge

When you have more of the topic or content people are searching for, you will be on your way t
3. Shares with you the ads that are clicked through most often.

As with contents, visitors also have reasons for clicking on an ad that is displayed on a cert

With the many adsense already out there, you will need all your creative juices to come up wit
4. Will suggest what colors and ad formats work effectively.

The appearance of your site is as important as the contents you put into them. Since it is the

Adsense tracker will tell you the format and colors that the more effective sites are using. I
5. Gives you real-time statistics.
Some search engine takes time before information are updated. This is not the same thing with

Every second counts when you are looking out for the most important data. This means that no t
6. Checks as many domains as possible.

Not all domains can be accessed by search engines. And some takes time before getting connecte

Using adsense tracker, you can have access to as many domains as you possibly can. And all thi

All these are good enough reasons why you should go and get yourself an adsense tracker today.
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